
Individual and small-Delegation MEPs 
having an impact in a Group 

 
Here are some recent examples of individual MEPs, or MEPs from small national parties (1-3 
MEPs), who have had a major impact on legislation and policy working within a political Group:  
 
Arne Gericke (German, Family Values party, ECR) - Sits as a full member on EP committees on 
employment and social affairs (EMPL), and women’s rights and gender equality (FEMM). He 
has been a major actor in the hard-right conservative anti-gender and anti-LGBTI movement. 
 
Bas Belder (Dutch, ECR) - He is active within the EP on a range of issues as a member of the 
foreign affairs (AFET), and also the vice-chair of the delegation for relations with Israel. He is a 
major focal point for hard-right conservative Christian causes. He has been the Parliament 
lead (rapporteur) on EU-China relations. He is also one of the leaders of the and the 
anti-gender movement in the Parliament, and effectively promotes an anti-abortion and 
anti-LBGTI agenda.  
 
Barbara Spinelli (Italian, GUE (United Left), independent) - Vice-Chair of the Constitutional 
Affairs committee, she has lead major reports on the application of Fundamental Rights in the 
EU, as well as European citizenship, and media freedoms. As a member of the civil liberties 
committee she has led effective scrutiny of the Commission and state governments on 
refugee rights.  
 
Dan Cristina Preda - (Romanian, independent, EPP) - The EPP’s central figure on foreign 
policy, development, and human rights. He is one of the key decision-makers in the European 
Parliament on these fields, currently leading negotiations on EU foreign policy and 
development funding 2021-2027. He has also led on relations and negotiations with Bosnia 
and India.  
 
Elly Schlein (Italian, S&D, Independent ‘Possibile’) - As a young independent MEP, she became 
Vice-chair of the delegation to Albania , as a member of the development committee (DEVE) 
and committee on civil liberties (LIBE), women’s rights and gender equality (FEMM) and the 
special committee on financial crimes, tax evasion and tax avoidance (TAX3). She has been a 
co-lead (shadow) on the EU’s strategy on implementation of the Sustainable Development 
Goals, as well as on the rights of stateless persons in the EU.  
 
Julia Reda (German, Greens, Pirates) - Originally the sole MEP elected by the Pirate Party in 
Germany, and now one of the Vice-Presidents of the Greens. She became the Parliament lead 
on copyright reform, and brought the issue to the forefront of tech/digital debates across 
Europe in recent years. 



 
Marietje Schaake  (NL ALDE, D66) - ALDE Coordinator on Trade Committee, European 1

Parliament lead on the EU’s foreign policy programmes and budgets, a leading voice on EU 
foreign policy in the Middle East and East Africa, as well as wide range of human rights issues. 
 
Monica Macovai - (Romanian, independent, ECR) - Chair of the EU-Albania delegation, and has 
worked on issues of home affairs. Has been the Parliament lead (rapporteur) the creation of 
the European Prosecutor’s Office. 
 
Soraya Post (Swedish S&D, Feminist Initiative) - S&D Human Rights Coordinator,  co-Chair of 
Diversity and Anti-Racism Intergroup, leading work on Roma rights and social inclusion. One 
of the loudest voices on anti-discrimination in the Parliament. 
 
Sirpa Pietkainen - (Finnish, EPP) Possibly the most progressive voice in the EPP,  she became 
becoming vice-chair of the committee on the internal market. She lead on important files in 
asset management and in particular sustainable finance legislation.  She is the president the 
network of environmental legislators (Globe EU), and has promoted the cause of women and 
girls in leadership and entrepreneurship. 
 
Tanja Fajon  - (Slovenian, S&D) The sole MEP elected from her national party. She is a member 
of the LIBE committee, and has lead on issues of refugees and border management. She also 
serves as vice-chair of the intergroup on media. Furthermore she sits on the intergroup on 
integrity and the intergroup on LGBT rights. She has also been a lead on EU relations with 
Kosovo, Serbia, and Moldova. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
   

 
 

 
 
  

1 D66 had 4 MEPs this mandate, but Marietje has been so influential she deserves a mention as best 
practice. 


